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“It is a room of dreams turned to nightmares.”Jessy's journey to discover the truth behind Harlan
and his work is finally coming to an end. Through each case file, he has revealed more about
himself, but now, Jessy's final case will force her into the darkest territory she has ever known. A
psychiatric hospital hides a sinister secret, and revealing it may bring Jessy face to face with
Harlan himself, but at what cost? Read the exciting conclusion to the Behind the Crime
series.From international bestselling crime fiction author Laura Greene comes Harlan’s Secret,
part of Behind The Crime, a collection of suspenseful short stories about an ordinary
businesswoman turned mystery sleuth, who is determined to find justice for murder victims.
Follow her in each thrilling story which can be read in one sitting.
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1Jessy looks out between the curtains. Night has only just fallen. Fall is in its ascendancy, the
bright orange and golden brown leaves of the city muted by a nocturnal blanket. Below her is a
street with which she is now too familiar. It is the street where she lives, but it is not home. Jessy
no longer knows what home looks like. For the longest time home was away from New Orleans,
but now the city has become the place where she belongs. She does not want to give it up, but
she knows each day is now a retreat; a regretful surrender from the world she has only just
begun to build. For the last few weeks she has been almost exclusively confined to an apartment
building on the other side of the city, waiting to be put officially into the witness protection
program.A soothing hand now rests on her shoulder. It is her husband’s.“Are you okay?” he says,
his voice soft and low.“Danny, how did I ever get us into this mess?” Jessy asks, still looking to
the street beneath them.“It's not your fault, babe,” he says calmly. “There are bad people in the
world; you can't be held responsible for their actions.”But Jessy does feel responsible. Garrett is
still in the hospital. Thankfully he's out of the woods, but he's had a terrible ordeal after being
shot. Six weeks in a coma will do that to even someone as robust as the detective. And then
there's Mia. She's moving to another city in a week, also being placed in witness protection. She
was reluctant to leave her own life, but the police have advised her that New Orleans is no longer
a safe place for her. The men who shot Garrett at the lighthouse are still looking to silence them
all. With a little digging, officers loyal to Garrett believe Jessy and Mia are being targeted by New
Orleans' criminal underground because of their association with Harlan Mayweather.Jessy turns
to Danny.“Danny, would you still marry me if you knew it would turn out this way?”“In a heartbeat.
I love you.” He leans down and kisses his wife gently on the lips.“You're too good for me.”“Only
sometimes,” he says with a roguish smile. “Come back to bed.”“I will, in a minute. I'm just going to
make myself some chamomile tea first.”“Okay.” Danny kisses Jessy on the forehead and then
leaves the room.Jessy listens to him closing the door and then turns her gaze back to the street
below. She has watched her life fade away all because of Harlan's case files and her desire to
follow them. Now, she is certain that Harlan must have answers for why everything has



happened. If she can find him, perhaps he has information that can make it all right. Only then
will she be able to reclaim her life, pulling it from the fire before it burns to a cinder. Either way,
Harlan is her last shot at protecting her world.Thirty minutes pass. Jessy peeks into the bedroom
of the apartment. Danny is asleep. His breath quietly rises up and down. How Jessy wishes she
could simply curl up beside him to forget her worries. But it is not even their own bed. They have
been tossed from that as they have been tossed from their lives. This apartment is devoid of
Jessy's belongings. They have been left to gather dust back at their home. But Jessy wants it
back; she wants it all back.She knows the risks. She knows Danny would never approve and
would try to stop her from endangering herself. Quickly, she moves to a closet in the hall from
which she retrieves a backpack. Changing clothes, she dresses all in black. The night will be her
cover. Moving back to the window, she looks down at the street outside once more. Her gaze is
focused on an unmarked police car. Inside it are two officers who were recommended personally
by Richard Garrett. They are Tom Stanton and Marvin Murphy. Jessy has interacted with them
many times in the last few weeks. She likes them, but right now they are stopping her from doing
what she needs to. The two cops watch, carefully, to ensure that she and Danny are safe. She is
grateful for that, but it is not what she needs right now.Something is moving.A woman with bright
blonde hair, sunglasses and red lipstick moves along the street towards the unmarked car. She
taps on the driver's window and sparks up a conversation with the cops.It's now time. Jessy
moves silently through the apartment. She exits into the hallway outside, then to the fire escape.
Descending the stairs, she counts to herself. She's timed this, knowing exactly how long it will
take her to get to where she needs to be. Her plan needs to be executed to the nearest second.
Imprecision could be fatal to the outcome.Reaching the ground floor, she moves to a locked
door. It is the concierge's office. Jessy pulls a key out of her pocket. She took it from the
concierge earlier that day without him knowing. She does not perceive the action as stealing
because, once she unlocks the door, she leaves the keys on the concierge's empty desk. I only
borrowed them, she thinks to herself.At the back of the room is a window. Jessy opens it and
listens. She can hear the voice of the woman with blonde hair talking on the street with the
officers. The officers are not buying it; they tell her to move on. But the woman does not
budge.It's now or never, thinks Jessy.She climbs out the window and ducks down, using a waist-
high wall to conceal her movements. She needs to get across to the park on the other side of the
road, but the cops are still watching. They are now ignoring the woman with the blonde hair,
though she keeps raising her voice to get their attention.“Come on,” Jessy whispers under her
breath. “One more distraction... Please, God...”As if responding to her quiet request, the woman
with the blonde wig kicks the side of the unmarked police car. One of the officers gets out and
chases her off and, as he does so, Jessy makes for the fence to the park on the other side of the
road. Reaching it, she throws her bag over then pulls herself up, shimmying down the other side.
Then, she dives straight into a line of bushes as the police officers resume their watch of the
building.Jessy moves quietly through the park. Usually walking through a park at night would
hold trepidation for her, but having been cooped up in the apartment for weeks she finds the



night breeze and anonymity of the shadows exhilarating. Running across a wide field, she
makes it to a line of trees and, before long, she exits the park onto a quiet street.Someone is
leaning against a wall on the opposite pavement, bathed in the shadow of a nearby tree. It is a
woman; she pulls the blonde wig off of her head and pants a few sentences.“I thought we were
done for,” the woman says, breathing deeply after her exertions.“Me too. Thanks, Mia. You're the
best.” Jessy embraces Mia, who is now running a comb through her own hair to make herself
less disheveled and more like the confident woman she normally is.“Let's go before someone
sees us,” says Mia, now looking into a small beauty mirror while applying a new layer of red
lipstick.They walk together along the street and get into Mia's red Porsche. Soon they are on the
other side of the city, heading for a place called home.*Mia parks two streets away from Jessy
and Danny's house. Jessy hopes no one is there, but they can't take any chances. From here,
the two friends walk silently into a small back lane which winds towards the rear of the house,
and then enter over a wall into a neighbor's yard. Jessy knows the owner; an elderly gentleman
by the name of Wilkes. There's no security light and Wilkes tends to sleep through anything. It's
the route least likely to cause them problems. Jessy and Mia walk quietly across Wilkes'
darkened lawn before reaching another fence, one all too familiar.Climbing over the fence with
ease, they finally find themselves in Jessy and Danny's backyard. A solitary sycamore tree and
Danny's wooden shed are visible in the darkness, but the planned destination is further in front.
Jessy looks at her home; a place filled with secrets and mystery, and a place she will have to say
goodbye to if Harlan doesn't have the answers to why people are trying to kill her.“Are you sure
about carrying on?” Jessy asks Mia. “This is your last chance to turn back. You could skip town
and have a peaceful life somewhere else.”“Peaceful is boring, honey,” Mia grins. “I just want to
end all of this and get us out of this jam. Let's go.”There are no lights on in the house and from
outside the windows appear dark and lifeless, like the closed eyes of a slumbering creature
unaware of their presence. Reaching the back door, Jessy puts her key in the lock and heads
inside. Mia closes the door behind them. The air is musty. No one has been here for weeks; such
forgotten places often grow stale.Mia pulls out a flashlight from her bag.
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Ebook Library Reader, “One of the best books i have read in awhile.. I enjoyed this book. I love
the humor and the action. This book left me on the edge of my seat.”

vegas92(AnyGoodBook), “An Ending and a Beginning.... Jessy and her husband are just days
away from being moved to the witness relocation program, staying in a hotel with two police
officers guarding them. But she's decided that her life and that of her husband shouldn't be
changed, so she wants to find the people that have caused the problem in the first place.Finding
a killer might be the easy part, but finding Harlan, the man who started it all, is going to be a
different story. With the help of her friend Mia, she sets out to find Harlan, but in doing so she
might also end her life permanently...I found this short story intriguing, even though unfortunately
I've never read any of the others in the series and had no idea who anyone was (my loss!). Still,
it had enough suspense and moments to draw you into the story easily. It was easy enough to
follow everything Jessy did, and her stealth at getting away from the police and finding what she
needed was enough to keep you reading. The writing was very good, and while there is
sadness, there is also enticement about the beginning of something new for others.All in all, this
tale is well worth reading, but I suggest you go back and start with the beginning story; you won't
be disappointed and you might find a new series to keep focused on.  Recommended.”

Rosemary56, “Harlan's Secret - a review by Rosemary Kenny. Laura Greene's 5th Behind the
Crime series, Harlan's Secret, opens with Danny and Jessy in a state of despair at home. Jessy
blames herself for Garrett being shot and for Mia also having to move into Witness Protection, as
they themselves have done.What do Jessy and Mia do that night and why?Who is determined to
hide Harlan's Secret?Where do Danny, Jessy and Mia go, after talking to a doctor?The brief (56
pages) but entrancing story of how the three amateur sleuths come to set up a detective agency
together, is sure to warm your heart and make you want to read more of Laura Greene's
fascinating series.Don't miss out on the chance to join in the excitement with Jessy, Danny and
Mia, by getting a copy of Harlan's Secret today!”

Andres, “Short but fun. I got this book free to give an honest review. This is the first book I read of
this author. This particular book is a later book in a series and although it can be read alone it is
clear that a lot is missed having not read the previous books. The book is quite short and a very
quick read. It is an interesting read as to women who are about to go into WITSEC try to unravel
the mystery of who is trying to kill the. This leads for them investigating "Harlan's Secret". Loose
ends from previous books quickly fall into place as all seems to be revealed. Although the book
is a quick fun read, everything seems to flow in a convenient somewhat simplistic fashion and a
little "too easily". The ending seems somewhat predictable.”

Julie rowe, “Meet Harlan. The story opens with Jessy nd Danny in witness protection. Jessy



can't remain safe, because she has to find out what happened to Harlan and why his case files
were so incomplete. With Jessy's super human cryptanalyst skills, she figures out that Harlan is
still alive in a psych ward ! Danny finally joins in to help Jessy and Mia rescue Harlan. They find
Harlan and almost escape with him, but they run into the bad guys who have been after Harlan
in all 5 books. It all comes to an end with some very surprising connections to the Wild Cove
Mysteries !I receive a copy of this book ,in exchange for an honest review.”

Tammy K., “I'm looking forward to a New Series, a Spin-off of sorts!?. Six weeks after "a terrible
ordeal" Everyone's life is messed up. Can Jessy find out why Harlan left the clues that she
found? How can she even look while she, herself, is being watched? This is supposedly the last
book in the series. I am hoping for a spin-off of a new series from this book. This book is Not a
cliff hanger though. There is an end to the series. But, I am hoping those remaining start on a
new adventure. Laura Greene has introduced some wonderful people who I for one hope carry
on Jessy and Harlan's work for many more series! I am an ARC reader and I give this book 5
stars! I hope you will too!Tammy”

Jeanne, “WORTH THE READ. Finding themselves in protective custody, Jessy and Mia are
determined to find Harlan Mayweather and reclaim their lives. Only in finding Harlan will they be
able to turn the tables on the person who threatens their lives. A fast-paced mystery with great
characters, Harlan’s Secret was a good read. I very much enjoyed the series and do hope to
read more from this author.  I received a copy of this book for an honest review.”

ShannonC, “Bittersweet end to another great series. This was a good final book in the series.
The winding down was bitter sweet, but the ending was a nice warm nod to the whole series. I
would have like a little more on the 5th case, drawn it out a bit before Jessy figures it out. that
little bit makes it 4 1/2 stars for me as a fianle. Definitely a great series, I really enjoyed it. I
received this book as an ARC in exchange for an honest review.”

The book by Laura Greene has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 29 people have provided feedback.
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